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Gun advocates anthropomorphize the
weapon, urging us not to blame the
tool. We certainly should. Not all
guns are equal, just as not all cars are
equal. Read Ralph Nader's seminal
1965 book, Unsafe at any Speed,
then argue that we still should be driving Covairs without seat belts, crumple zones and anti-lock brakes. The
state requires our cars to be road
worthy, but we can buy and sell guns
made for mass murder. There is no
right, constitutional or otherwise, to
unsafe guns, just as there is no right
to drive a Sherman tank or Bradley
fighting vehicle down I-4. Our guns, if

we must have them, need to be smart
and made for “sport” and selfdefense, not for slaughter.
Putting more guns into our social and
public institutions is a similar fallacy. A gun can not
be situated everywhere it
will be needed, especially
when semi-automatic
guns can inflict carnage so
quickly. Put one in a
school office, but if it's
needed in the school yard,
the cafeteria or a classroom at the other end of the school,
what good is it? Secure spaces can
neither be expanded or subdivided ad
infinitum: the situs of crimes always
will be wherever a gunman and victims are and obvious protection is
not.
The gun lobby and manufacturers
want to arm everyone. It is in their
economic interest, but no one else's.
The Florida Supreme Court currently
is considering whether to approve
"open carry," as if it is a sane solution
to have everyone on the street carrying a gun. (It is not sane. These
shooters come to their massacres
knowing they will not come out alive.
The presence of other guns does not
deter a determined assassin with a
cause wishing to become a martyr.)
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The current court challenge will not win as long as the family-friendly tourist industry has any clout, but
sooner or later the NRA bought-and-owned Florida Legislature and Florida’s tourist industry giants will
face-off over this issue and then the hapless population of this state will see a gunfight with real bullets.
Be sure to duck.
When questioned about the gun control issue, our Governor dodged the question, saying that now is
not this time to address the subject. To the contrary, Governor, now is the time. Ask the survivors and
families of a mass shooting victims. They will tell you that positive action on control of assault weapons
is something that could begin to give some meaning to their experiences. Our junior Senator similarly
ducked the issue, speculating that the shooter could have used a bomb instead. But he didn't have to.
He used a AR-15 we permitted him to buy with ease. Senator Rubio is now reconsidering running for
reelection but not revisiting his position on gun ownership. We should rethink his fitness for office. This
is a litmus test issue.
Antonin Scalia did this country a monstrous disservice with his 2008 Second Amendment decision in
District of Columbia v. Heller. That decision let the gun genie out of the bag. It fundamentally changed
this country for the worse and led to countless hand gun deaths since it came down. See Chicago on
any weekend. No greater action by a public official in our time has such potential for destroying the
very fabric of our society. In the majority’s rush to judgment the Scalia court ignored a fundamental
tenet of our Constitution; that even ahead of providing for the common defense, our government is
supposed to "insure domestic Tranquility." To the contrary, that decision has hastened the start of a
domestic offensive war on the streets of our cities and neighborhoods, in our schools, in our social venues, and increasingly in our homes.
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